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1. Introduction

During the operation of drive systems based on the electrical
motors, various types of damage may occur, which results from
the incorrect operating conditions or design defects. Currently,
the modern production lines are designed to minimize the risk
of unplanned downtime due to the failures that can cause losses,
often exceeding the cost of purchasing new machines. There-
fore, there is great need for diagnostic systems that detect the
damage at the earliest possible stage. The currently used electri-
cal machines diagnostic applications operate based on the anal-
ysis of the signals available on the object or calculated based on
mathematical models [1–3].

The use of diagnostics based on the signal analysis relates
to the necessity to meet the requirements, among others: main-
taining the motor stationarity during the measurement, adjust-
ing signal parameters to the method of its processing. On the
other hand, the analytical methods require detailed knowledge
of the structure of the tested object and its parameters. Another
limitation of these methods is the fact that the role of an expert
in such systems is played by a man, which results in extended
analysis time, as well as lack of automation of the detection
process. To limit the role of the expert in the fully automated
diagnostic systems, artificial intelligence methods are used, es-
pecially artificial neural networks [3–7].

Among the neuronal fault detectors used in the field of the
electric motor diagnostics for the special attention deserve:
• multilayer perceptron (MLP) [3–5],
• self-organizing Kohonen maps (SOM) [8, 9],
• radial basis function neural network (RBF) [7, 10, 11].
In the vast majority of cases, motor fault detection systems

use the multilayer perceptron trained based on the data obtained
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from the analysis of the diagnostic signals by selected analyt-
ical methods, e.g. Fast Fourier Transform, Hilbert Transform,
Wavelet Transform.

In recent years, there has been a dynamic development of ar-
tificial intelligence methods, mainly related to the concept of
deep learning [12–16]. Deep learning neural networks, as op-
posed to the classical neural structures, are characterized by a
very extensive topology. Thanks to the use of an increased num-
ber of neurons, hidden layers, as well as the advanced training
methods, these networks acquire features unknown in neural
networks used so far.

Deep neural networks have been used for a long time mainly
in IT systems (image processing, speech recognition). Over the
last two years, there has been a noticeable increase in DNN’s
interest in the electrical motors fault detection systems. For the
most part, they are related to the analysis of mechanical damage
of the induction motor [12–15]. Most DNN-based systems use
the measurement of mechanical vibrations [13, 15, 16], less fre-
quently stator currents [12] or voltages [14]. Among the struc-
tures of deep learning networks, the most popular are the con-
volutional neural networks (CNN) [13, 14] and autoencoders
[16]. The CNN used in diagnostic processes are characterized
by a much higher level of accuracy compared with MLP, RBF
networks, as presented, among others, in [13, 14]. The main
difficulties in the use of DNN in diagnostic processes are to
properly match the signal measured to the structure and prop-
erties of the network. The input vector of deep learning neural
networks can be the result of signal analysis [12, 14], as well as
a directly given diagnostic signal [13]. The choice of diagnostic
signals has a significant impact on the network structure as well
as on the parameters of the training process.

In the article, the possibility of detecting IM electrical dam-
age with the use of the axial flux signal and the convolutional
neural network is discussed. The paper is divided into 3 main
parts. In the first part, the application of the axial flux signal in
the process of induction motor damage detection is presented.
The second part is devoted to the issue of the convolutional neu-
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ral network (the idea of network layers as well as the developed
structure). The last part includes the analysis of experimental
verification of the developed convolutional neural structures.

2. Application of the axial flux signal
in the detection of IM electrical fault

Electrical machines are characterized by the existence of certain
asymmetries in the electrical or magnetic circuits. These asym-
metries are mainly related to the limited accuracy of the techno-
logical processing of machine components, as well as modes of
the motor operation. The effect of these imperfections is the ex-
istence of leakage fluxes, the value of which will depend on the
level of motor asymmetry [17]. As the axial flux finds its source
in the currents flowing through the motor windings, damage to
the electrical circuits will also be reflected in this signal. The
interaction between the damage and the flux value allows these
physical changes to be used to assess the degree of defect in
electric motors (Fig. 2).

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. External stray (axial) flux in a squirrel-cage induction motor (a)
and method of placement of axial flux measuring coils (b)

Fig. 2. The influence of the short circuits in the stator winding on the
voltage induced in the measuring coil by the axial flux: Nsh – number

of shorted turns in phase A, fs = 50 Hz, TL = 0.1TN

The analysis of machine condition assessment based on the
axial flux signal in most applications is carried out using Fast
Fourier Transform. Despite the high efficiency of damage de-
tection, FFT requires stationarity as well as a relatively long
measurement time. Measurement time plays a key role in the
case of stator winding faults, which are characterized by ex-
tremely fast progression of the damage. In the Fig. 3, the in-
fluence of faults in the IM electrical circuit on the spectrum of

the voltage induced in the measuring coil by the axial flux is
presented. The spectra shown in Fig. 3 allow observing how the
shorted turns (Fig. 3b) and broken rotor bar (Fig. 3a) affect the
axial flux signal. The analysis of the axial flux is based on the
observation of the amplitudes of spectrum components charac-
teristic for the particular defects. The assessment of the damage
degree will depend on the trend of changes in the amplitude val-
ues of individual harmonic components which were described,
among others, in [17]:
• shorted turns in stator windings,

fsh = fs

(
k
(1− s)

pp
±m

)
, (1)

• broken rotor bars,

fbb1 = fs (1±2ks) , (2)

fbb2 = ms fs , (3)

fbb3 = k fr ±ms fs , (4)

where: pp – number of pole pairs, fr – rotational frequency,
m = 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2pp−1, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . .

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Axial flux spectrum: (a) for undamaged motor (Nbb = 0) and
with 3 broken rotor cage bars (Nbb = 3), fs = 50 Hz, TL = 0.8TN ;
(b) for undamaged motor (Nsh = 0) and with 5 shorted turns in phase A

(Nsh = 5), fs = 50 Hz, TL = 0.2TN

The advantage of using the axial flux signal in diagnostic
processes is the non-invasiveness of the measurement, low cost
of measuring systems, and high sensitivity to magnetic asym-
metries occurring during damage. However, the need for com-
plex processing of the measurement signal as well as the ex-
traction and evaluation of the amplitudes of the characteristic
damage frequencies are related to the extended measurement
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time. Therefore, to significantly reduce the time of detection
and damage assessment, the method of direct signal processing
is proposed.

3. Convolutional neural networks

The convolutional neural networks are the main representatives
of deep neural networks. They are characterized by an expanded
architecture as well as advanced training methods. The primary
function of CNN is to extract the characteristic features from
the input information with the use of operation of the mathe-
matical convolution. In the presented application of CNN in the
diagnostic process, the first layer can be understood as a filter of
basic features. The subsequent execution of the convolution op-
eration allows detecting the characteristics features of a higher
order. Therefore, the structure of the network will depend on the
type of information provided as well as the task of CNN. In the
aim of detection of the complex features in the input matrix, the
structures containing a lot of the convolution layers are used.

3.1. Diagnostic signal processing. In the diagnostic systems
based on CNN during the process of extraction of the damage
symptoms, it is necessary to convert the measurement signal to
the proper form. The CNN input information in most cases is
constituted by 2D [18, 19] or 3D matrix, which is due to the
principle of this structure.

In the Fig. 4 the idea of processing the diagnostic signal was
presented. Firstly, the voltage induced in the measuring coils
was measured. The tests assumed the possibility of the damage
detection after measuring 256 samples of the diagnostic signal
for a sampling frequency of 2048 Hz, which corresponds to a
measurement time of 0.125 seconds. Then the vectors including
256 samples of the diagnostic signals were converted to matri-
ces of size 16× 16. The last step was the conversion of two-
dimensional matrixes into a three-dimensional matrix. A set of
two or three-dimensional arrays was then saved as two training
and testing data packets.

Fig. 4. Elaboration of the input layer of the CNN used for electrical
fault detection of the induction motor – idea scheme

The CNN input data were developed in two stages. The first
stage consisted of the preparation of the learning and validation
data applied in the training process of CNN. Based on the mea-
surements of the diagnostic signals during the changing of the
motor operating conditions and the level of damage, the packets
containing 4275 and 1200 examples were developed for CNN-
1 and CNN-2 respectively (Table 2). These packets constituted

the basis of the training process carried out in accordance with
the cross-validation technique. The next step was the develop-
ment of testing data. In this case, signal measurements took
place for the whole range of load torque changes, supply volt-
age frequency and changes in the degree of damage to the in-
duction motor. Due to the short time of a single measurement of
0.125 s, it was decided to develop a test packet of the same size
as the training packet. The implementation of two data pack-
ages enabled the analysis of the effectiveness of the developed
CNN structures for data initially unknown to the convolutional
neural network.

3.2. Analysis of the developed CNN structure. A character-
istic feature of the convolutional networks is that they do not
have a pre-established architecture, methods of parameter se-
lection or rules regarding the number of layers. The detection
of damage symptoms is related to the acquisition of generaliza-
tion skills by the neural network. Due to the expanded structure
of the CNN, methods to avoid over-matching become more and
more important. Figure 5 presents the structure of a convolu-
tional network consisting of 3 sets of convolution layers and
a set of layers, whose task was to determine the affiliation to
classes. The developed CNN structure permits to distinguish
the degree of IM electrical circuits damage based on the infor-
mation coming from the axial flux signal.

Fig. 5. Developed convolutional neural network structure

In the Fig. 5, the following layers of the convolutional net-
work can be distinguished:
Convolution layer – acts as a feature detector using the math-
ematical convolution operation consisting of combining two
data sets. In diagnostic applications, the convolution operation
is performed for multidimensional input tables. The convolu-
tional layers have parameters that are most often trained us-
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ing a simple gradient (filters, activation maps). Convolutional
layer hyperparameters are called all configuration settings in-
variable during network learning (filter size, input data depth,
step, padding). In the application of the CNN for stator fault
detection presented in this paper, the convolutional layer acts as
a filter searching for fault symptoms in the axial flux signals.
Batch normalization layer – normalizes the data packet
mainly to speed up the training process as well as to increase
the stability of neural network training. The batch normaliza-
tion layer normalizes the output of the previous layer, subtract-
ing the average value of the batch elements and dividing by a
standard deviation.
Pooling layer – its task is to select only that piece of informa-
tion whose contribution to each cell is the greatest. For this pur-
pose, most often methods are used to search for maximum or
average values from cell elements. The advantage of the pool-
ing layers is the reduction of the spatial size of the data repre-
sentation, thus preventing overmatching. The pooling layers are
characterized by two hyperparameters: cell size and step. Since
the pooling layers calculate the constant function of the input
batch, they have no input parameters.
Dropout layer – is used to avoid the situation when a single
neuron is strongly dependent on the state of the others. This
technique allows teaching each of the neurons a different use-
ful feature.
Fully connected layer – its task is to assess the share of indi-
vidual classes that are the result of the network. The convolu-
tional network contains one or more fully connected layers of
any size.
Softmax layer – is the most frequently used activation func-
tion during the process of evaluating the output class. Its task is
to determine the probability of affiliation to one of the known
categories. Its task is to determine the probability of the input
batch elements belonging to one of the known categories.
Classification layer – generates neural network response based
on information from the softmax layer. Its task is to determine
the input matrix belonging to one of the specified categories.
For this purpose, the cross-entropy of losses is calculated.

During the research, two convolutional neural structures
were developed to perform the following tasks:
• CNN-1 – classification of stator damage in phase A and ro-

tor cage defects (9 categories).
• CNN-2 – classification of the degree of stator damage in 3

phases of an induction motor (16 categories).
The structure parameters are listed in Table 1.

3.3. CNN training process. The process of training convolu-
tional neural networks is usually carried out according to the
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) method. The SGD training
algorithm allows determining the gradient estimation using the
average gradient of the samples drawn from the mini packets of
learning data. The key parameter of the SGD algorithm is the
learning rate. The value of this parameter is most often selected
based on the analysis of learning curves. An alternative to the
slow SGD algorithm is its extension with a momentum param-
eter (SGDM – Stochastic Gradient Descent with Momentum).

Table 1
Parameters of CNN structures

Name of parameter
Value of parameter

CNN-1 CNN-2

Number of convolutional layers 3 3
Number of filters 32-32-64 16-32-64
Filters size 3.3 3.3
Depth 1 3
Padding / Stride “same” / (1.1)

Number of pooling layers 3 3
Pooling method maximum maximum
Pool size 3.3 3.3
Padding / Stride “same” / (1.1)

Number of activation layers 3 3
Activation function Hyperbolic tangent

Number of normalization layers 3 3
Value of ε coefficient 0.0001 0.0001

Number of dropout layers 1 1
Probability 0.5 0.5

Number of fully connected layers 1 1
Number of neurons 9 16

Accuracy 99.6% 100%

Momentum is a technique that allows accelerating SGD in the
appropriate direction at the same time significantly reducing os-
cillations. The SGDM algorithm has the largest step size when
multiple consecutive gradients point in the same direction. As a
result, we gain faster convergence and reduced oscillation. The
training process according to the SGDM algorithm starts with
the initial value of learning speed η and the momentum param-
eter α . Then, for a random sample from a mini batch packet
{xi, . . . ,xm} the p-gradient is estimated according to the rela-
tionship:

p =
1
m

∇w ∑
i

L( f (xi,w) ,yi) , (5)

where: xi – a randomly selected minibatch element with size m,
L( f (xi,w),yi) – calculated loss function for i-th sample.

For the estimated gradient value p, momentum v and param-
eter w are updated in accordance with the following relation-
ships:

v = αv−ηp , (6)

w = w+ v, (7)

where: α – hyperparameter determining how quickly the con-
tributions of previous gradients disappear exponentially.

The SGDM algorithm through the use of data packets in or-
der to estimate the gradient approximation also allows to update
the weight matrices of CNN during the experimental verifica-
tion based on data from actual measurements. This is a big ad-
vantage of this technique, especially in terms of hardware im-
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plementation CNN-based detection systems. The parameters of
the training process for developed CNN structures are summa-
rized in Table 2.

Table 2
Parameters of the training process of CNNs

Name of parameter
Value of parameter

CNN-1 CNN-2

Learning method
Stochastic Gradient Descent

with Momentum

Momentum coefficient 0.95 0.9

Initial learning rate 0.014 0.012

Number of learning epochs 500 200

Learning rate dropping
method

“piecewise”

Drop period 20 20

Training, validation and
testing matrices size

16×16×1×4275 16×16×3×1200

Validation frequency 32 16

Shuffle method “every epochs”

Mini batch size 128 64

Time of training process 240 seconds 300 seconds

Number of categories 9 16

4. Experimental verification

4.1. Experimental setup. The experimental verification of
the developed neuronal detectors of IM electrical damage was
carried out on a laboratory test-bench consisting of a 1.5 kW
squirrel-cage IM, powered from a frequency converter (Fig. 6).
The load torque was generated by means of a DC machine con-
nected by a rigid shaft with the tested IM (Fig. 7). The mea-
suring system enabled the analysis of the diagnostic signal for
various machine operating conditions. A schematic diagram of
the measurement system is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. General scheme of the experimental set-up

The signal of the voltage induced in the measuring coils was
sent via the National Instruments measurement card to the soft-
ware developed in the LabVIEW programming environment.

Fig. 7. Experimental set-up – real view

The tested IM allowed to physically model the discussed rotor
and stator defects. The change of the supply voltage frequency
took place in the range fs = (20÷50) Hz, while the adjustment
of the load torque in the range TL = (0÷1)TN . The parameters
of the measuring coils used in the tests are presented in Table 4.
The neural network training and testing process were carried
out using the Matlab software. The tests were carried out for
various types of fault:
• 0–5 shorted turns of one stator phases A, B, C,
• 0–3 damaged rotor cage bars.

The stator winding has been specially prepared so that it was
possible to make a short circuit of the proper number of turns
in each of the three phases of the stator. A corresponding group
of coils was led out to the terminal board, and the short-circuit
was physically modelled through a metallic connection. Rotor
damage, in the form of broken bars, was modelled by preparing
rotors with pre-drilled windings. In addition, the resulting holes
were sealed to reduce the impact of the rotor imbalance.
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suring system enabled the analysis of the diagnostic signal for
various machine operating conditions. A schematic diagram of
the measurement system is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. General scheme of the experimental set-up

The signal of the voltage induced in the measuring coils was
sent via the National Instruments measurement card to the soft-
ware developed in the LabVIEW programming environment.

Fig. 7. Experimental set-up – real view

The tested IM allowed to physically model the discussed rotor
and stator defects. The change of the supply voltage frequency
took place in the range fs = (20÷50) Hz, while the adjustment
of the load torque in the range TL = (0÷1)TN . The parameters
of the measuring coils used in the tests are presented in Table 4.
The neural network training and testing process were carried
out using the Matlab software. The tests were carried out for
various types of fault:
• 0–5 shorted turns of one stator phases A, B, C,
• 0–3 damaged rotor cage bars.

The stator winding has been specially prepared so that it was
possible to make a short circuit of the proper number of turns
in each of the three phases of the stator. A corresponding group
of coils was led out to the terminal board, and the short-circuit
was physically modelled through a metallic connection. Rotor
damage, in the form of broken bars, was modelled by preparing
rotors with pre-drilled windings. In addition, the resulting holes
were sealed to reduce the impact of the rotor imbalance.
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Table 3
Rated parameters of the tested induction motor

Name of the parameter Symbol Units

Power PN 1500 [W]

Torque TN 10.16 [Nm]

Speed nN 1410 [r/min]

Stator phase voltage UsN 230 [V]

Stator current IsN 3.5 [A]

Frequency fsN 50 [Hz]

Pole pairs number pp 2 [–]

Number of rotor bars Nrb 26 [–]

Number of stator turns in each phase Nst 312 [–]

Table 4
Parameters of applied measurement coils

Number of n s R L
measurement coil – mm2 Ω mH

1 600 0.35 15.1 16.8

2 600 0.70 4.7 15.2

3 1000 0.19 43.1 53.7

4.2. Diagnosis of electrical damage to the induction motor.
The first stage of experimental verification concerned the CNN-
1 structure. The task of the network was to assess the technical
condition of the rotor and one phase of the stator. As shown
in Table 2, the network input matrix was based on the mea-
surement of voltages induced in coil number 1. The resulting
data packet was a set of two-dimensional 16× 16 tables. The
network responsible for a given testing data package is shown
in Fig. 8. As observed in Fig. 8, CNN’s structure is character-

Fig. 8. Convolutional neural network response – CNN-1: Nsh – num-
ber of shorted turns in phase A; Nbb – number of broken rotor bars;
green envelope – correct neural network responses; yellow envelope –

incorrect neural network responses

ized by the high efficiency reaching over 99.6% for a test data
package coming from 4275 measurements. Errors in the diag-
nostic information provided by the network resulted from sim-
ilar quantitative changes in the diagnostic signal at low voltage
frequency or load torque close to zero. Nevertheless, the net-
work provides a very high level of precision whilst short signal
measurement time. Another important aspect is that there is no
necessity to use the measured signal pre-processing. Informa-
tion contained in the diagnostic signal goes directly to the input
of the convolutional network. This approach allows for a signif-
icant acceleration of the detection process as well as the limita-
tion of the calculations to the neural network structure only.

4.3. Detection of IM stator windings short-circuit. The next
stage of experimental verification concerned the CNN-2 struc-
ture. In this case, the task of the network was to assess the
degree of damage as well as to determine its location (stator
phase). In the first step, the influence of the shorted turns in
individual phases of the stator on the root mean square val-
ues (RMS) of the voltages induced in the measuring coils were
analysed (Fig. 9). The analysis of the voltage values allows con-
cluding that the use of measuring coils placed in the 3 axes of
the tested motor makes it possible both to assess the degree of

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Influence of shorted turns in stator on the values of the volt-
ages induced in measuring coils: (a) coil number 1, (b) coil number 2,

(c) coil number 3
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damage (Fig. 9a) and to determine the phase of its occurrence
(Fig. 9b, c). Therefore, during the development of the CNN-
2 structure, a three-dimensional input matrix containing infor-
mation from three measurement coils was used. The network
responsible for the test package was shown in Fig. 11. As ob-
served, for the developed test set, CNN-2 provided only correct
information about the technical condition of the motor. This is
due to linear changes in the diagnostic signal due to an increase
of the degree of stator shorted turns. The use of additional mea-
suring coils made it possible to obtain information on changes
in the magnetic field, characteristic of short circuits in individ-
ual phases.

Fig. 10. The influence of the CNN input information to the accuracy of
the assessment of stator winding fault level: 1 – measuring coil number
one, 2 – measuring coil number two, 3 – measuring coil number three

Fig. 11. Convolutional neural network response – CNN-2: Nsh –
number of shorted turns in the individual phases; green envelope –

correct neural network responses

Accordingly to the fact that the information from the coils
located in the vertical and horizontal axes made it possible to
obtain information about the failure phase, the impact of the
input matrix configuration on network efficiency was also anal-
ysed. For this purpose, the operation of the CNN-2 structure
was checked for 7 different data packages (Fig. 10). Confir-
mation of assumptions resulting from the analysis of the volt-
ages values induced in individual coils (Fig. 9) is noticeable
in (Fig. 10) by the high level of networks precision in which
the input matrix was a configuration of the signal coming from
coil number 1 with a signal coming from any of the additional
measurement coils (2 or 3). The use of only one coil does not
allow the determination of the phase in which the shorted turns

occurred. It should be noted that the provision of additional in-
formation to the network allowed for a significant reduction in
the structure (Table 1) as well as a reduction of the CNN train-
ing process. This fact results from the immediate separation by
the network of the input matrix features characteristic of each
damage category.

5. Conclusions

The application of deep learning neural networks presented in
the article allows for a significant increase in the effectiveness
of damage detection and classification systems. The discussed
CNN structures are not only characterized by a high level of
precision but most importantly, allowed to limit the duration of
the diagnostic signal measurement to 0.125 seconds. Detection
time is a priority in stator short circuit detection systems due to
the nature of this type of damage. Another advantage of using
DNN structures is the possibility to eliminate signal process-
ing to isolate symptoms of damage. The approach to damage
detection presented in the article allows to significantly reduce
the number of necessary transformations of the diagnostic sig-
nal. Despite the difficulties in selecting the optimal structure of
CNN and the parameters of the training process, the use of an
appropriate diagnostic signal makes it much easier to develop
an effective CNN structure. Presented use of the information
contained in the flux signal made it possible both to determine
the technical condition of the rotor and stator and to isolate
the damaged stator phase. The discussed application of the di-
rect connection of the measuring system with the NN structure
may be an alternative to the currently used analytical diagnostic
methods as well as classical neural structures.
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(Fig. 9b, c). Therefore, during the development of the CNN-
2 structure, a three-dimensional input matrix containing infor-
mation from three measurement coils was used. The network
responsible for the test package was shown in Fig. 11. As ob-
served, for the developed test set, CNN-2 provided only correct
information about the technical condition of the motor. This is
due to linear changes in the diagnostic signal due to an increase
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suring coils made it possible to obtain information on changes
in the magnetic field, characteristic of short circuits in individ-
ual phases.
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Accordingly to the fact that the information from the coils
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input matrix configuration on network efficiency was also anal-
ysed. For this purpose, the operation of the CNN-2 structure
was checked for 7 different data packages (Fig. 10). Confir-
mation of assumptions resulting from the analysis of the volt-
ages values induced in individual coils (Fig. 9) is noticeable
in (Fig. 10) by the high level of networks precision in which
the input matrix was a configuration of the signal coming from
coil number 1 with a signal coming from any of the additional
measurement coils (2 or 3). The use of only one coil does not
allow the determination of the phase in which the shorted turns

occurred. It should be noted that the provision of additional in-
formation to the network allowed for a significant reduction in
the structure (Table 1) as well as a reduction of the CNN train-
ing process. This fact results from the immediate separation by
the network of the input matrix features characteristic of each
damage category.

5. Conclusions

The application of deep learning neural networks presented in
the article allows for a significant increase in the effectiveness
of damage detection and classification systems. The discussed
CNN structures are not only characterized by a high level of
precision but most importantly, allowed to limit the duration of
the diagnostic signal measurement to 0.125 seconds. Detection
time is a priority in stator short circuit detection systems due to
the nature of this type of damage. Another advantage of using
DNN structures is the possibility to eliminate signal process-
ing to isolate symptoms of damage. The approach to damage
detection presented in the article allows to significantly reduce
the number of necessary transformations of the diagnostic sig-
nal. Despite the difficulties in selecting the optimal structure of
CNN and the parameters of the training process, the use of an
appropriate diagnostic signal makes it much easier to develop
an effective CNN structure. Presented use of the information
contained in the flux signal made it possible both to determine
the technical condition of the rotor and stator and to isolate
the damaged stator phase. The discussed application of the di-
rect connection of the measuring system with the NN structure
may be an alternative to the currently used analytical diagnostic
methods as well as classical neural structures.
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